
too METALLURGY OF STEEL. 

CHAPTER XXV. 

THE OPERATION OF ROLLING. 

Hlstorical.-To ensure the production of gold or silver coins of equal 
weights, the blanks from which they are pressed must be cut from sheets of 
metal of very regular thickness. To ensure this regularity Brulier, a 
Frenchman, in 1553, passed the sheet of metal between a pair of plain rolls. 
The invention of grooved rolls has usually been ascribed to the· Englishman, 
Henry Cort, the inventor of the puddling process, who took out a patent 
for their use in the year 1783, but Mr. W. F. Durfee, in a most in teresting 
account of early rolling mills,* states that in the Transactwns ofthe AcadérnÍ6 
des Sci6nces for 1728 is described a remarkable reversing rolling mill, for 
rolling lead into sheets. This mill had rolls 12 inches in día.meter, by ó 
feet long, the mili being moreover provided with roller tables 24- feet long, 
formed of rollers 4- inches die.meter, set 12 inches apart, centre to centre. 
Tbe plain rolls could be replaced by others, 16 inches diameter, provided 
with semi-circular grooves, varying from 4- inches to 2 inches die.meter, in 
which lead ingots, cast hollow, were rolled on a mandril to form pipes. Mr. 
Durfee further quotes from a work by Ohristopher Polhem, who died in 
1751, in which tbere is a description of the rolling of sections, as commonly 
practised in Sweden in his days, with the fnrther assertion that the rolling 
mili could turn out 10 to 20 times more bars in a given time than could be 
tilted under a hammer. It also shows that Polhem was well aware of the 
fact that small rolla possessed much more power of stretching material than 
-0.id larue ones, and that he therefore employed for rolling sheets " slender" 
wrought-iron rolls, supported above and below by large cast-iron ones, which 
is the precise arrangement patented about 40 years ago by Lauth, and used 
in most of the American plate milla to-day, save that Lauth employed one 
and not two small rolla. 

Nature of the Action of Rolls.-The end in view when rolling an 
ingot or bloom is to reduce its thickness,. and so increa~e its supe~ficial a~ea 
to forma plata, orto reduce both its th1ckness and w1dth, thus mcreasmg 
its length, to form a bar of sorne desired cross section, the rolls doing, on a 
large scale and with gres.ter rapidity and accurac;r, the s~me "!'ork as tbe 
-smith performs by band, when he draws down a piece of iron mto a small 
plate or bar on bis anvil. In tbe early days of iron manufacture, before tbe 
method of using rolla for tbe purpose was devised, a.11 platee and bars were 
thus shaped out by the bammer_ and anvil, hand hammers being fir~t em
ployed and then tilt bammers driven by water wheels. Indeed to th1s day, 
the best Sbeffield tool steel is all drawn down into bars by steam hammers. 
A clear conception of tbe principles underlying tbe action of rolle wil: be 
facilitated by bearing in mind tbe essential eimilarity of the two operat1one 
-0f hammering and rolling. . . 

If a smitb wisbes to draw down one end of a bar quickly, he puts ID a 
-socket in bis anvil a tool callad a "fuller," baving a comparatively eharp 
rounded face whicb crosses tbe bar at right angles to the direction in which 
he wishes to 'extend it. On the bar he tben lays a corresponding too!, which 
his assista.nt strikes witb bis sledge (see fig. 368, A). By concentrating the 
work on only a small portion of tbe bar, he produces tbe maximum effect, 
.and avoids expending so much power as would be needed were he to spread 
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bis exertions over more su_rface. For instance, were he to employ at the 
drawing-out stage his "swages," which a~e ~ or 4 inches Ion~, ~nd he.ve 
grooves in their faces, intended only for finishmg tbe bar when 1t 1s nearly 
of the form desired, he would be spreading the work over so much ground 
that the pressure per unit of surface would be too slight to be etfective, so 
that great force and severa! heats would be required to produce any appreci
able result. The action of a pair of rolls (fig. 368, B) is analogous to t~ 
action of a pair of fullers, save that the pressure on, and tra.vel of the bar 11 

in that case continuous instead of intermittent. 
The narrower the faces of the fullera a.nd the smaller the diameters 

of tbe rolls, the deeper, with any given pressure, will they sink into the 
bar operated on. The sharper the fulle~s and the emall~r the rolle, t~e 
greater is the horizontal component ava1lable for extendmg the bar ID 
the direction of its length, a.nd the 
smaller the proportion of the power Jíll~:=:=::J 
expended in spreading tbe bar b.Jl 
Jaterally in a direction at right 
angles to its lengtb. Sma.~1 rolls 
are, therefore, found to requ1re less 
power to draw out a bar, doing so 
more quickly and causing less 
spreading in the operation than do 
l,.rge rolls, but questions of strength L.---.J .8 
prevent full advantage being taken A 
of this fact. l<'ig. 368.-Drawing out Metal by Hand 

Tbe extension of the bar is, and by Rolls. 
moreover, assisted by the forward 
movement of the surfaces of the rolle, which drag forward the surface of the 
material in contact with tbem more rapidly than the interior. 

The result of rollinu is tbat the thickness of the piece is reduced and itB 
length in the dire~tio~ of its tr~~el increased,. wit~ little increase in ita 
width. When rollmg platee, for mstance, the p1ece 1s passed througb. the 
rolls a sufficient number of times to bring its length nearly up to the width 
required on completion. It is then turned a.t right angles, and one of the 
long edges of the pa.rtially-finished plate is presented to the rolla, and the 
rolling is continuad in that ~irection until t~e pl~te i_s redu~ed to the 
thickness required, the epreadmg of the plate m a. direct1on at r1~bt anglas 
to that in which the piece travels being very small and dependIDg on the 
tbickness of the piece rather than on its width. 

The form of rolls for producing platea is unaffected by tbis question of 
spreading, but when we come to rolling sections by meana of grooved rolle 
this spreading action plays a ve~y impor~ant part, and a t~orough under
etanding of its nature and effects 1s essent1al for any one havmg to produce 
sections in grooved rolls. 

Take the simplest possible case first, that of rolling a flat bar from an 
ingot. If tbe ingot were put in t~rough a series o[ gr?oves cut in t~e body 
of a pe.ir of rolla the grooves contmuously decreasIDg m deptb and mcreas
ing in width ~ allow for the spread of tbe material, we should encounter 
the following difficulty. If too much allowance for the spread bad been 
made by an unduo width of groove, the bar would not fill the pass, and the 
edges inste&<i of being square and true, wou!d be uneven and irregularly 
rounded, and though the central portion might be sound the edges of the 
bar would be ragged and insufficiently worked. If, on the other band, an 
insufficient allowance had been made for the spreading, so that the material 
woul~ more than fil! the cornera of the groove, the sup~rfluo~s ~aterial 
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would be squeezed out on each side between tbe collars of the J'Olls, forminrr 
thin "fins" on the sides of the bar exactl y resem bling the fins on fish, w hich 
would tend to increase at every pass and spoil the appearance of the fi.nished 
bar, if they did not actually break the rolls. These " fins" are sometimes 
callad "fens" by the workmen. As the amount of spread varias in every 
case with the natural hardness of the material and the temperatura at the 
i~stant of rolli~g, it is found in actual practica to be generally impossible to 
hit o~ the precise allowancc to be made for spread; and just as the smith 
occas1onally turns upon its edge the bar he is drawing out in order to 
hammer it at right angles to the chief direction of working, so must the 
bar be turned on edge occasionally during rolling to avoid these defects and 
to ensure the sides being sound and true. 

When round bars were required the question would be more complicated. 
It is not uncommonly ima.gined by those who have seen round bars rolled in 
a mili, but have not given ca.reful a.ttention to the precise form of the 
grooves, that such bars are produced by passing a piece of metal through a 
series of continua.lly-decreasing circular holes cut ih semi-circles in each roll, 
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Fig. 369.-Shaping·a Rar in Cross-section by Hand au<l by Rolls. 

forming a true circular opening on the centre line of the rolls w hen mounted 
one over the other, the circular openings being the exact siz~ of the- bar 
desired, and the requisite diar.neter of bar being obtained by stoppinrr the 
operation wben tbe bar has been passed throuih the openin" of th: size 
required. As a matter of fact, it would be quite 1mpossibfe to p~o<luce round 
bars b~ such a m~thod, the reason ~or this being ~erhaps best explained by 
comparmg the achon of the rolls w1th that of a pair of blacksmith's swa"es. 

In fig. 369, A, if a is a circular bar which n smith desfres to reduce 
to a smaller size, he cannot employ for that purpose a pair of swa"es with a. 
semi-circular groove in cach made to the radius of the bar he wish~s to form, 
for if he used such swages, b ande, he would, by striking b, produce a bar 
of the section shown in B, with a fin on ea.ch side of it. If now we take a 
section through the semi-circular grooved rolls on the linea v, w, x. y, z lfig. 
369, C), we get the same forming sul'face, for th~ grooved roll is merely the 
grooved plane of the swage bent round t-0 fo1·m a grooved cylinder. The roll 
is really a die which impresses its form on the soft metal. But whereas the 
stamping action of a die in a falling stamp ora swage approaching the metal 
in a straight line is obvious to everyone, the similar action of the surface of 
the roll which approaches it in a curved path, is not so readily recognised as 
being essentially similar. J ust as the swages reduce the section of the 
metal on which they operate only in that direction in which the pressure is 
applied, the plastic metal flowing away in a plane at right angles to the 
direction of pressure, so the rolls reduce the thickness of the piece put 
between them in the direction of a line joining the axes of the rolls, and 
spread it in a plane at right angles to that line. 

• 
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It ahould be distinctly understood that in no possible case can any form 
of groove really reduce the overa.U width of the piece being rolled, measured 
in the direction pa.rallel to the axes of the rolls, but on the contrary invari
ably increases this dimension by spreading the metal. When we hear of 
the "sida pressure" exerted by any pass, its action in reali ty is essentially 
the reduction of sucb a section as D to E, fig. 369. 

What has really occurred in the reduction of D to E, is that the inclined 
1urfaces, in closing together vertically, ha.ve crushed the bar to a form deter
mined by their own shapes; tbey ha.ve not caused the metal to flow lateralJy 
inwards towards the centre of the bar, but, on the coutrary, any displacement 
which has not ta.ken place in the direction of the tra.vel of the bar through 
the rolls has been driven la.terally out~ards, not inwards. No form of 
groove can prevent the inevitable flow of the material at right angles to the 
direction of pressure; the width of the bar horizontally will always be 
appreciably grea.ter after passing through the rolls than it was before, a.nd · 
to reduce the dimension, p, the bar must be turned on edge through an 
angla of 90º : q always is:greater than p. 

If the smith desires to bring down a bar of the section shown cross 
hatched and marked 1, in fig. 370, to the black section m<1rked 3, by mea.ns 

Fig. 370. - Method of avoiding the Formation of Fms. 

of one pair of swages only, he uses a pair having the bottoms of the grooves 
formed to the circumference of the bar 3, which he wisbes to produce, but 
their sides splayed out as shown, and so reduces tbe bar to the section 2. 
He then turns it on edge by revolving it on its axis through a quarter of a 
rev~lution, so tbat the sharp crests are top and bottom, and by again ha.m
menng the top swage he drives down the sharp crests, reducing tbe bar 
nea~ly to t~e section 3. The small amount of lateral bulging is removed by 
agarn _turmng the bar through an angla of 90º and rehammering. By 
repeatmg the operation a sufficient number of times a truly round bar can 
be produced. Note that thc pressure is vertical, and that the metal has 
spread horizonta.lJy, so that section 2 is wider than the section 1 from 
which it has been produced, and to reduce its widtb it r.nust be turned on 
edge. 

Th? r~duction of a ~ar in the rolls is effected in precisely tbe same way, 
the fi.mshm~ groove bemg cut ofthe desired radius at the bottom, and splayed 
out at the sides to avoid the formation of thin fins. To get rid of the ridges 
form~d on the sides, the bar is turned round tbrough a quarter circle so that 
the r1dges are top and bottom, and by passing the bar several timer¡ th.rongh 

a 6 
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the last groove which is not semi-circular, but is formed by a circular aro 
and two sloping sides, a truly round bar is formed. 

J ust as a smith would find, if he used swages to reduce his bar, that it 
would save time to employ in the earlier stages heavy blows on swages much 
splayed, and to finish it with light blows on another pair nearer the forro of 
the tinished bar required; so in the case of rolls it is usual first to employ 
grooves much eplayed, or differing much in section from the preceding pair, 
so causing a heavy reduction in a.rea at ea.ch squeeze, and to finish off in 
grooves more closely approximating to a half circle with less reduction in 
the final pasees. It will not do to form even the last pass as a perfect half 
circle, for even if the bodies of the rolls were maintained in absolute contact, 
so as to forma true circular opening on the centre line ofthe rolla, the least 
surplus of material from the previous pass would cause a thin fin, which 
would break away the metal of the roll at the sharp edges on ea.ch sida of 
the groqve ; the rolls are therefore kept a slight dista.nea apart to permit of 
any trifling irregularity of this natura. 

Fins.-Fins are not only unsightly but may be dangerous, causing a 
breakage of the rolls, and, when once formed, can only be got rid of by 
turning the bar through a quarter of a revolution; and passing it with the 
fins top and bottom through a pass in the rolls which will press them down 
smooth into the body of the bar, if they are not too thin and do not project 
too far. In such cases they are not pressed down, but are crumpled up or 
turned over and rolled into the bar, without welding, and form a "spill" 
or longitudinal flaw running the full length of the bar. 

If the piece is too large for the groove it has to enter, the fins will begin 
to form when the piece has barely entered the rolla, spreading out between 
the flat bodies of the rolla on ea.ch side of the groove, and if the rolls are 
very close together, may break them, for such thin fins cool rapidly, and 
are therefore much harder than the body of the bar. To prevent the forma
tion of thin fins, the sides of the grooves are boldly rounded off, as at a b 
(fig. 370), by which mea.ns any fin which roa.y be formed will ha.ve an obtuse 
angied crest, which retains the heat better and is more easily pressed down 
when the bar is presented to the next pass with the fin top and bottom. 
This rounding off of the cornera, known as "bellmouthing " in England 
and "tailoring" in' America, is employed extensively for nearly all roughing • 
passes, the finishing passes, which reduce the section of the bar to a less 
extent, having squarer edges. 

The Size of the Rolls.-The día.meter of the rolle used in mills for 
rolling steel varíes from 6 inches to as much as 48 inches ; rolla under 9 or 
10 inches diameter are, however, very rarely used in steel works. 

When a hot iron bar is struck with the flat face of a smith'a sledge, the 
metal spreads out in ali directions, but when it is struck instead with the 
narrow rounde<l pane of the hammer, the extension of the metal takes place 
almost entirely in the direction aoross the narrow fa.ce, comparatively little 
extension occurring in the direction of the axis of the fa.ce (see fig, 371 ). 
For the sama rea.son larga rolls cause more spreading in the piece rolled by 
them than do small rolls, when both effect the same reduction in thickness 
of the piece rollad. 

Moreover, as with the same number of blows the bar is more rapidly 
drawn out by using the narrow pane than by using the flat face of the 
hammer, so small rolla require less power to produce a given result than do 
larger rolla, when both are employed on the same work. 

There are usually, however, other considerations which ha.ve more influ. 
enea in deciding the size of rolls than the amount of power consumed in 
the operation of rolling. The strength of an ungrooved roll to resist a 
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transversa stress is directly proportional to the cube of its diameter, and 
inversely proportional to the length of the body; therefore, pairs of rolls 
having the same length of body but a different día.meter are a.ble to safely 
~xert a. pressure, on a piece put between them, 
proportionate to the cube of their diameters; or 
if both pairs of rolls ha.ve lengths which are a 
11imilar multiple of their respective diameters, 
the strength of the two pairs is directly propor
tionate to the square of their diameters. When 
we come to groove the rolls, the strength of 
the rolls is reduced to that of the smallest 
part at the bottom of the grooves near the 
~ntre of the body, and if grooves of the same 
11ize and forro are cut in both the larga and small 
rolls, the smaller will evidently lose a much 
largar percanta.ge of their strength than the 
larger pair, so that large rolls of this type are 
immensely stronger than small ones when 

Fig. 371.-Producing con
siderable Longitudinal and 
slight Lateral Bxtension. 

~mployed to rol! the same sections. There is accordingly always a great 
inducement for the sake of safety to use as larga rolls as practicable, giving 
-due consideration to the question of first cost. 

Fig. 372. -Stiffener for Strengthening a Deeply-cut Roll. 

Occas~onally sections must he rolled which are deeper than the mill is 
really s~1ted to produce, necessitating the turning down of the barral of 
the roll _m ~orne places to very small diameters. In such cases the upper 
roll, wh1ch 1s usually the one which must be most deeply cut into, may be 
•npported at one or more points in its length by additional bearings, carried 
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on a girder known as a stiffener, which is placed over the top chocks, th<t 
screws in the housings bearing on the ends of the girder·(see fig. 372), and 
similar bearings may if necessary be laid on the bed plate to support the 
bottom roll. These, however, are not so satisfactory as the top ones, 
because the sea.le from the piece being rolled falls into these lower bearings. 
· Only when the rolls are large enough safely to withstand the pressure, 

can the maximum reduction be effected in every pa.ss, and the number of 
passes be reduced to the minimum. Hence one or two stands of large rolls 
may turn out a greater quantity per hour of a given section, than two 
or three stands of smaller rolls, which yet require more men to work 
them. 

There is a further considera.tion which helps to settle the minimum size 
of the r9ll a.part from the question of strength, and that is the relative effect 
of la.rge a.nd sma.11 rolla on the piece they a.re intended to work upon. 
Roughing rolla will generally, under favourable conditions, grip the ingot pre
sented to them without much rougbing if the points of con ta.et with the body 
of the rolla lie within angles of 30º from the vertical line joining the centres 

of the rolls (see fig. 373), and it is found 
tba.t with rolls whose centres are fixed 
the thickness of piece which the rolls 
can deal with satisfactorily does not 
exceed one-ha.lf the dista.nce tha.t the 
centres of the rolls are apart, which in a. 
box pass will effect a reduction of a.rea 
of about 13 per cent. in the first pass. 
If a reduction of 25 per cent. is desired 
in the first pass, rolls having a. dia.meter 
at least one-fourth greater must be em
ployed. If the pass is of such a shape 
that the piece when put in is wedged 
in a taper groove, the thickness of piece 

¿ may be somewha.t increased. If thicker 
pieces a.re to be put in the mil!, the 

. rolla must be hea.vily "roughed" to 
ma.ke them bite, and even then the 
limit of capacity of the mil! is nearly 
reached. The roughing 'is effected by 

f.'ig. 37:t-Limiting Angle at which the cutting a series of indenta.tions a.cross 
Rolls will Bite-. the grooves with a round-nosed chise~ 

thus practically forming a. series of small 
teeth on the surface of the rolls, and converting them into a species of 
cogged wheels, the teeth of which dig into and so firmly grip the piece to be 
rolled that they drag it bodily into the groove. Obviously such roughing is 
inadmissible in the finishing passes, as the surface of the bar would be 
spoiled by the traces of these indentations. 

Seein<Y that the imrface speed of the rol! decreases the nearer we get 
towards the centre of the roll, the different parts of grooved rolla in contact 
with the piece being rolled travel at different speeds on different parts of 
the bar, producing a scraping action, the parts of the rolls travelling fastest 
tendin<Y to tear the portions of the bar in contact with them from tbe 
remainder of the section. If the steel is high in Sulphur, or is" hot short" 
from any other ca.use, this tearing occurs, and the pieces leave the rolls with 
deep cracks running a.cross the bar and extending inwards for a considerable 
depth, or the edges are ragged and cracked, this troub!e occuri:ing more 
often the smaller the size of mili employed to produce_a g1ven sect1on. 
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In bars of .l, :J, X , and :C section one or more wings of the section 
nrnst point directly inwards towards the axis of the roll, and must be 
tapered so as to allow them to clear out of the groove. If this part of the 
groove is shallow as comparéd with the diameter of the roll, so tha.t the 
11peeds at top and bottom of the groove do not vary greatly, a taper of 3• 
ruay suffice, but if the depth of the section is great as compared with the 
<lis.meter of the roll, a taper of 5º to 7º must be allowed, or the material will 
be torn. 

As previously explained, small rolls require less power to produce a 
given result than do large rolls, but the la.rger the roll tbe larger become 
the necks and wobblers, a.nd the larger are all the surfaces over which the 
pressure due to rolling is spread. This reduction in the pressure per unit 
-of surface much reduces wear and tear, which is generally a matter of much 
more importance than the use of a little more power. · 

The rolls are easily broken if too small for the work they are required to 
-do, the delay and cost of replacing them causing serious increase in the 
ruuning expenses of the works. On the other hand, lai•ge rolls mean heavy 
machinery througliout the mili, the first cost of which increases at lea.st as 
much as the square of the día.meter of the roll. To balance these confücting 
-considera~ions and to determin~ wbat is the best size of mill to employ for 
.any particular purpose necess1tates a knowledge of the material to be 
worked, the sections mostly required, and the output desired, and even 
then there is room still left for differences of opinion on the point. 

The Speed of the Rolls.-The rolls must be run fast enough to finish 
the material while so hot as to be comparatively soft, or the'power exerted 
an~ the wear _a.nd tear of the machinery will be greatly increased, while the 
-des1re to obtam la.rger outputs acts as a continua! incentive to increase the 
11peed. 

. There are, however, many considerations operating in the contrary direo
t10n. ~he pow~r requi~ed to ~nduce a flow in any solid is much reduced by 
-extendmg the time durmg wh1ch the pressure can act, a.nd there is no doubt 
tha.t _the resistance which material oft'ers to deformation · by the rolls rises 
-cons1derably faster than the increase in speed of rolling, and a.dds materia.lly 
to the pressure which forces the rolls apart. Further, the force of the blow 
-caused by t~e piece entering the mili is proportional to the square of the 
speed at wh1ch the surfaces of the rolls are travelling, so tha.t rolls strong 
-enough to_ work safely a~ one speed may be readily broken by apparently 
moderate mcreases m the1r speeds of revolution. 

In a ha.nd-served mill the speed must not be too great to allow the 
-workmc;in to _catch the b~r _as_ it l~av~s tbe rolls, 600 feet per minute being 
,isu~lly cons1dered the lim1t m th1s respect, though the a.uthor knows milis 
To?mg short and light pieces which travel through the rolls a.t 800 feet per 
mmute, ~n~ are handled with tongs in the ordinary way. At higher speeds 
than th1s, 1~ the case of light material, and considerably less for even 
woderate ~e1ghts, s?me mechanical mea.ns of handling becomes a necessity. 

In contmu?us m11ls, where tbe piece once entered runs straight through 
th~ whole series of rolls until it emerges from the other end of the mill 
fin1shed, ~he_ output is almost exa.ctly determined by the rate of revolution 
-0f the fim~hmg rolls, for ~he bar enters the first pair of rolls so deliberately 
that one piece can be fed m so close behind the precedin<Y one as almost to 
touc~ it, whereby a practically continuous strea.m of fini~hed material can 
be eJec~d from the finishing rolls; the same condition holds to a lesser 

·Utent m ~he case ?f a looping mil!. 
In ordmary mills, however, where the piece must pass to and fro to 

make severa! pasees between the same rolls, so large a proportion of the 
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time is consumed in handling the piece between one pass and the next. 
particularly when rolling short pieces, that the speed at which the rolls 
r~volve plays a subsidiary part in the output. If the pace at which the
p1ece travels through the rolls is measured, fow pull-over mills will at their
best be found to be turning out more than a third of the weight which the
~ill co1;1ld produce, were the passes in the rolls always filled. In such cases, 
mcreasmg ~he spee_d of the ~olls adds largely to the risk of brea.ka.ges, and 
does not give an mcrease m output at all proportionate to the increased 
speed. Cases. are even known where less output ha.!! been· got when the
rolls were dr1ven faster, beca.use when more time had been a.fforded in 
which the material could flow, heavier reductions could be effected in ear.h • 
pass, ·and therefore fewer p~ses were necessary. Considerable experience-
1s necessary to se~tle wha.t 1s the best speed in each case, but the greater 
the length of the p1ece to be rolled, the greater is the adva.ntaae obtainable-
by increasing the speed. " 

. Cogging mil~s dealing with short pieces make 30 to 50 revolutions per
mmute, plate mills 30 to 60 revolutions small bar mills with rolls 12 to 9 
inches día.meter 150 to 250 revolutio;s, and wire-rod milis, which roll 
enor~ous le~gths, and must finish the metal while it is hot, in rolls 10½ 
to 8 mches d1ameter, run at speeds of 500 or 600, occasionally up to 1,200. 
At such speeds the material is not handled by the men, but is guided int<> 
the next pass by sorne mechanical contrivance, and is wound up on a reel 
as it lea ves the la.st pass. 

The Draught.-The difference in a.rea between one pass and the next 
is term?d "the dra.~ght." The grea.ter the draught the more rapidly, of 
course, 1s the reduct1on performed, and the draught is consequently a.lways 
made as hea.vy as it is possible to make it. 

. By examining the sections Nos. 1 and 3 in fig. 370, it will be seen that 
3 1s about one-ha.lf the area. of section 1, and that the bar could not be 
reduced from 1 to 3 in less than two squeezes of the dies. Similarly with 
~ro?ve~ rolla, except when· rolling flats, the form of the grooves imposes 
hm1tat1ons on the amount of reduction which can be effected in a. single 
pass. 

It. is ra.rely that the piece can be red uced in sectional area more than 30 
per cent. in on~ pass, a.nd wh~n nearing the finished shape 25 per cent. is 
about the max1mu_m ~or sect1o~s, as beyond_ this bad fins are apt to form. 
T~e avera~e pra.ct1ce m roughmg. down, wh1ch is usua.lly done at a. fairly 
h1gh hea.t, ~s ~O to 22 per cent., fallmg to 15 per cent. or less in the finishing 
pa~ses, ~hile ~n the last p~s of all the r~duction is often very small indeed. 
!h1s pass _bemg merely mt?nded to g1ve a~ exa.ct finish to gauge, it is 
1mportant 1t should have as h~tle to do as poss1ble, so that frequent turning. 
up of the rolls may be avo1ded, the wear on the other arooves beina a. 
ma.tter o~ less i~portance tha.n that of the finishing pass~ where extre~e 
accuracy 1s essent1al. 

The heaviest drau~hts used are those in guide milla for rolling rounds~ 
where dra~ghts as h1gh as 35 a.nd 40 per cent. are common, running upon 
r~re occas1on~ to 45_ and even 50 per cent. For heavy draugbts of tbis. 
~m~, the sect10ns wb1ch su~ceed ea.ch other are totally different, ova.Is pass
mg mto squares or squareH mto ova.Is, thouah for some small flats reductions. 
of 50 per cént. a.re occasionally employed. 

0 

. . Reduction: necessary for Steel.-The bar must be produced from an 
mgot of sucb s1ze as to ensure sufficient "work " being put on the material 
to p_roduce tbe requ~site interna! compressiou of the raw steel No very 
prec1~e rule can be la.id down on this head, but, speaking genera.By, it may 
be sa1d that a bar should never be rolled from an ingot which is less than 
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t.en times its weight per lineal foot, while 20 to 30 times heavier is the 
proporti~n to be prefer~ed. . Genera.U¡ the in_fluence of ':orking is more 
marked m the case of mfenor material than m that of h1gh quality. If 
possible, the work should not be 
put on the material so tbat the 
pressure is always in the same 
direction. Plates rolled from cast 
slabs which are not "edged "-tba.t 
is, rolled with one edge upwards
are not so good as those rolled 
from ingots which ha.ve had first 

• one a.nd then another side upwa.rds 
when being cogged. To give the 
requisite density to any ingot 
during cogging\ it should, if pos
sible, be given a. quarter turn after 
every pass before rolling is· con
tinued in one pla.ne only. Where 
fino sharp edges are required, or 
one portion of the section must 
ha.ve exceptional finish, the forros 
of the grooves in the rolls are cut 
so a.s to give a thorough kneadina 
to tba.t part which may be flattened 
down a.nd forced out again severa! 
times before the finishing pass is 
reached. 
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Forro of the Grooves.-The 
grooves in rolls are of two kinds, 
known as open and closed passes. 
In fig. 3i4, a is known as a box 
pass, b as a Gothic, and e as a 
diamond pass. These a.re the most 
common forms of open passes, so
called because tbe bodies of the 
rolls do not touch ea.ch other, and 
the pass not being closed in all 
round, metal can be squeezed out 
of the openings la.terally. A closed 
pass consists of a. groove cut in the 
lower roll, on each side of whicb is 
a collar of a diameter greater than 
the body of the roll, forming to
gether the boundaries of the section 
on. bottom and sides, tbe upper roll 
bemg recessed to admit the collars 
on the lower. The bar entering a 
closed pass must be appreciably 
narrower than the pass to allow 
for tbe spread. The upper boundary 
of t~e section is formed by tha.t 
por~1on of the upper roll which 
proJects downwards between the collars on the lower a.nd is known as 
the "fo '' Thi · ' be rmer. s 1s not callad a collar, because it does not project 

yond the body of the roll as does a true collar. Sketches d a.nd e show 


